WHAT YOU’LL NEED
• Simple cape template, assembled
• 1 yard felt or knit fabric
• Straight pins
• Fabric scissors
• Felt sheets in various colors
• Fabric glue
• Glitter, fabric paint, ribbons, buttons, pom-poms, etc., for decorating
• If using: Emblem templates, cut out
• Chalk
• 1½”-wide Velcro

HOW TO MAKE
1. Fold the fabric in half lengthwise. Lay the collar template at the top of the fabric, aligning the dotted edge with the fold; pin the template in place.

2. Follow the template to cut out the collar through both layers of fabric, then continue a straight line from the bottom corner of the template all the way to the bottom corner of your fabric as shown.

3. Decorate the back of your cape as desired. To add one of our emblems: Trace the template onto felt with chalk; cut out. Layer the pieces as shown, then glue in place with fabric glue. Follow the same instructions to create emblems of your own designs.

4. Snip a 1” piece of Velcro from the roll. Glue the soft (loop) side to the underside of one collar tab, and glue the scratchy (hook) piece to the top on the other side. Let dry.

EMBLEMS  See separate link for templates.

STARBURST  TOUGH GUY  ROBOT
**STEP 1**
Cut out the collar template. Pin it to the folded fabric as shown.

**STEP 2**
Cut along the template through both layers of fabric, then continue a straight line from the bottom of template to the bottom corner of the fabric.